“Recommended Producer of Botrytized Wines”
Wine Enthusiast, ‘Best of Year’ Issue, December 31st, 2010

2012 vintage
The estate in Bernkastel possess vineyards throughout the
Mosel River Valley, many of
which are in the “best of the
best” locations.

Noble House Riesling 2012

Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler is owned
by Dr. Peter Pauly and his wife
Helga, both of whom are traditional advocates of noble
wines. The vineyards are
mainly planted on difficult-tocultivate river valley hillsides
and are planted predominantly with late maturity Riesling
grapes, which place high demands on their location. In
most years, the Riesling wines
range from hearty, juicy table
wines in sharp or fruity versions up to the nobleTrockenbeerauslese (wine made from
dry overripe individually selected berries) and the rare
Eiswein (ice wine, made from
berries frozen by frost) both
of which are rich, luscious
sweet wines, often attracting
the highest bids at top wine
auctions.

89 points
Wine Spectator 02/28/14

Dr. Peter Pauly, born in 1939,
has a Ph.D. in agricultural science and is the offspring of
the longstanding wine families Bergweiler and Prüm, first
mentioned in official records
in 1156. Dr. Pauly’s pride and
joy, his 4.6-acre Berkastler
alte Badstube am Doctorberg
vineyard facing directly south,
yields some of the greatest
wine from the Moselle valley,
year after year. It is neighboring the Bernkasteler Doctor
vineyard and is only planted with Riesling vines which
are more then 35 years old.
Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler is the
only wine-maker selling “Bernkasteler alte Badstube am
Doctorberg” in the US.

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling
Kabinett 2012

“Offers an array of succulent white peach, melon
and spice flavors, with some sage honey notes.
Creamy on the palate, leading to accents of
tangerine and spice on the juicy finish. Drink
now through 2016.”

“A savory aroma leads to racy flavors of green
apple, grapefruit and white plum that are crisp
and snappy. Ginger and mineral notes linger on
the finish, showing golden raisin and spice details. Drink now through 2020.”

90 points
Wine Spectator 11/30/13

“Dusty tones of crushed rock and soil lend a
savory impression to this off-dry Riesling.
The palate, by contrast, is unctuously fruity,
accented with sweet peach and apricot flavors.
Sunny and bright, it finishes with a shower
of soft Meyer-lemon acidity.”

“Initial impressions are smoky and savory, but the
nose opens to reveal aromas of freshly pressed apple, lemon and crushed minerals. The palate is ripe
with sunny tangerine and yellow peach flavors, but
moderated with piercingly tart lemon-lime acidity.
Finishes moderately long on a sumptuous honeytangerine note.”

87 points, “Best Buy”
Wine Enthusiast 12/14

90 points
Wine Enthusiast 08/14

UPC # 8 83122 97102 7

UPC # 8 83122 77202 0

Bernkasteler Alte Badstube am
Doctorberg Riesling Kabinett 2012

Wehlener Klosterberg Riesling QbA
Halfdry 2012

“Opening with aromatic notes of smoke against
a backdrop of stone fruit and apple blossoms,
this is a racy little Riesling that packs a powerful
punch of flavor. Delicately sweet, with a saturated
palate of yellow cherry and quince, it’s smartly
balanced by a sheen of minerals and brisk, bracing citrus acidity.”

“Crisp and nervey, this has textbook Mosel
clarity and length, a shining ray of citrusy flavor
and acidity that would slice cleanly through
scallop sashimi.”

91 points, “Best Buy”
Wine & Spirits 12/13

“A veritable kaleidoscope of scents, this off-dry
Riesling transitions freneticallyfrom a range
of aromas—grassy and herbal, to stony and
mineral, then suddenly ripe with stone fruit and
honey. The palate is juicy and quaffable with
sweet pink-grapefruit flavor accented by a brisk,
lemon-lime finish.”

91 points
Wine Enthusiast 06/14
UPC # 8 83122 70202 7

88 points
Wine Enthusiast 12/14

Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler Riesling QbA
Dry 2012
“Whiffs of spice accent aromas of orange blossom and fresh pears on this dry, richly textured
wine. Ripe pineapple and tangerine flavors are
unabashedly mouthwatering, but elevated by
a piercing mineral focus that drives the finish.
Effortless yet elegant in style.”

UPC # 8 83122 86111 3

90 points, “Best Buy”
Wine Enthusiast 08/14

“Soft and peachy, this wine’s touches of heat lend
it an edge. Chill it for Korean fried chicken.”

86 points, “Best Buy”,
“Year’s Best German Riesling”
Wine & Spirits 12/13

#8 Top ‘Wineries for Value’ 2012:
Germany — Wine Spectator
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“Recommended Producer of Botrytized Wines”
Wine Enthusiast, ‘Best of Year’ Issue, December 31st, 2010

2012 vintage
The estate in Bernkastel possess vineyards throughout the
Mosel River Valley, many of
which are in the “best of the
best” locations.
Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler is owned
by Dr. Peter Pauly and his wife
Helga, both of whom are traditional advocates of noble
wines. The vineyards are
mainly planted on difficult-tocultivate river valley hillsides
and are planted predominantly with late maturity Riesling
grapes, which place high demands on their location. In
most years, the Riesling wines
range from hearty, juicy table
wines in sharp or fruity versions up to the nobleTrockenbeerauslese (wine made from
dry overripe individually selected berries) and the rare
Eiswein (ice wine, made from
berries frozen by frost) both
of which are rich, luscious
sweet wines, often attracting
the highest bids at top wine
auctions.
Dr. Peter Pauly, born in 1939,
has a Ph.D. in agricultural science and is the offspring of
the longstanding wine families Bergweiler and Prüm, first
mentioned in official records
in 1156. Dr. Pauly’s pride and
joy, his 4.6-acre Berkastler
alte Badstube am Doctorberg
vineyard facing directly south,
yields some of the greatest
wine from the Moselle valley,
year after year. It is neighboring the Bernkasteler Doctor
vineyard and is only planted with Riesling vines which
are more then 35 years old.
Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler is the
only wine-maker selling “Bernkasteler alte Badstube am
Doctorberg” in the US.

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling
Spätlese 2012

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling
Auslese 2012

92 points Wine Spectator 10/30/13

92 points, “Editor’s Choice”
Wine Enthusiast 06/14

“Racy and nimble, with crisp, expressive flavors
of peach, ripe apple and gooseberry, bursting
with crispness. The long finish of green savory
herb ends on an elegant note. Drink now
through 2035.”

“There’s a musky floral perfume that penetrates
this deliciously fruity, nectar-like Riesling. Peach
and apricot flavors are pure and pristine on the
palate, braced with a shower of wet-granite minerality and zippy lemon-lime acidity.”

“Ripe, rich yellow peaches and nectarines abound
on this lush, fruity, yet elegantly structured,
Riesling. While medium-sweet with a deliciously
sunny, almost tropical, disposition, it’s kept
in check by a jolt of lemon acidity, along with
delicate mineral tones on the finish.”

UPC # 8 83122 77402 4

Bernkasteler Badstube Riesling
Auslese 2012

“Offers candied fruit notes in a ripe and lush
style, with flavors of ripe peach, melon, pear and
spice that turn creamy midpalate. Balanced and
open-textured. The finish lingers with mint jelly
accents. Drink now through 2040.”

90 points Wine Enthusiast 12/14
 4/5 stars
Ronn Wiegand’s Restaurant Wine
UPC # 8 83122 77302 7

93 points Wine Spectator 02/28/14

Bernkasteler Alte Badstube am
Doctorberg Riesling Auslese 2012

“ There’s a savory vein of herbs and smoke that
persists from start to finish on this deeply fruity
auslese, adding a shade of dimension and complexity. It’s zippy in lemony acidity, but silky and
sweet, with luscious flavors of preserved peach
and tangerine.”

“Powerfully racy, with good cut to the dried
apple, currant, slate and peach flavors, featuring
notes of smoke. Offers a suave and mouthfilling
texture, presenting a long, lush finish filled with
savory spice and marzipan accents. Complex
and multilayered. Drink now through 2040.”

90 points Wine Enthusiast 06/14
UPC # 8 83122 71402 0

94 points Wine Spectator 02/28/14

Bernkasteler Alte Badstube am
Doctorberg Riesling Spätlese 2012

“ Aeration peels away the layers of savory smoke
that obscure layers of peach preserves, cherry
blossoms and spice on this beautifully composed
Riesling. Medium-sweet on the palate, with
a honeyed richness that coats the tongue, it’s
balanced by streaks of minerality and a bristling
tea-leaf astringency on the finish.”

“A big, ripe style, with baked apple and roasted
peach flavors that are full and lush, accented
by some jellied citrus notes. Reveals hints of cinnamon and lavender midpalate, graced by smoky
details. Drink now through 2040.”

92 points, “Editor’s Choice”
Wine Enthusiast 06/14

93 points Wine Spectator 10/30/13

“Sun-kissed, tropical fruit tones abound on this
intensely aromatic medium-sweet Riesling. Round
and rich on the palate, it’s concentrated with flavors of pineapple, mango and peach touched by
hints of honeysuckle and saffron. Finishes with
dramatic length and penetration.”

UPC # 8 83122 70402 1

Bernkasteler Badstube Riesling
Spätlese 2012

“The aromas and flavors of ripe apple and pear
are packed and concentrated. Luscious midpalate,
with plenty of weight and density to the spice
accents. The long finish echoes with juiciness.
Drink now through 2040.”

92 points, “Editor’s Choice”
Wine Enthusiast 06/14
UPC # 8 83122 70302 4

92 points Wine Spectator 10/30/13

“ There’s a fresh, green herbal vein to this semisweet Riesling that lends a crisp verve to
concentrated peach and apricot flavors. Zesty,
lime-tinged acidity leads the long, elegant finish.”

#8 Top ‘Wineries for Value’ 2012:
Germany — Wine Spectator
“Value Brand of the Year 2013”
Wine & Spirits June 2014

90 points Wine Enthusiast 06/14
UPC # 8 83122 71302 3
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“Recommended Producer of Botrytized Wines”
Wine Enthusiast, ‘Best of Year’ Issue, December 31st, 2010

2013 vintage
The estate in Bernkastel possess vineyards throughout the
Mosel River Valley, many of
which are in the “best of the
best” locations.

Noble House Riesling 2013

Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler is owned
by Dr. Peter Pauly and his wife
Helga, both of whom are traditional advocates of noble
wines. The vineyards are
mainly planted on difficult-tocultivate river valley hillsides
and are planted predominantly with late maturity Riesling
grapes, which place high demands on their location. In
most years, the Riesling wines
range from hearty, juicy table
wines in sharp or fruity versions up to the nobleTrockenbeerauslese (wine made from
dry overripe individually selected berries) and the rare
Eiswein (ice wine, made from
berries frozen by frost) both
of which are rich, luscious
sweet wines, often attracting
the highest bids at top wine
auctions.

89 points, “Best Buy”
Wine Enthusiast 02/15

Dr. Peter Pauly, born in 1939,
has a Ph.D. in agricultural science and is the offspring of
the longstanding wine families Bergweiler and Prüm, first
mentioned in official records
in 1156. Dr. Pauly’s pride and
joy, his 4.6-acre Berkastler
alte Badstube am Doctorberg
vineyard facing directly south,
yields some of the greatest
wine from the Moselle valley,
year after year. It is neighboring the Bernkasteler Doctor
vineyard and is only planted with Riesling vines which
are more then 35 years old.
Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler is the
only wine-maker selling “Bernkasteler alte Badstube am
Doctorberg” in the US.

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling
Kabinett 2013
89 points
Wine Enthusiast 08/15

“While the nose on this off-dry Riesling is lean
and mineral, the palate is lusciously ripe, brimming with peach and mango flavors. A streak
of high-pitched acidity shakes up the midpalate
and lingers through the finish.”

UPC # 8 83122 77202 0

“Screw cap. Very good Riesling value! This is a
fragrant, medium bodied Riesling with crisp
acidity, mild sweetness (2.9%), and a medium
long finish, tasting of peach, apple, and grapefruit. 2015-2016.”

+ 3+/5 stars
Ronn Wiegand’s Restaurant Wine

Bernkasteler Badstube Riesling
Spätlese 2013

UPC # 8 83122 97102 7

“Racy acidity charges through this full-bodied
Riesling, loosing herbal notes from the earthy
pineapple and green apple fruit. That acidity
quickly renders the wine weightless, even while
the mineral tones leave a firm impression.”

Bernkasteler Badstube Riesling
Kabinett 2013

91 points, “Best Buy”
Wine & Spirits 12/14

“The Paulys own nearly 15 acres of this vineyard, making it their largest holding. The complexity of the soils throughout the site make
it possible to produce a wide variety of wines,
from dry to sweet. This Kabinett stands out for
the purity of its flavors, a tapestry of floral, herbal, and citrus woven into the wine’s minerality.
It emanates a stony cool and would be delicious
with a Cantonese-style whole fried fish.”

UPC # 8 83122 71302 3

93 points, “Best Buy”
Wine & Spirits 12/14

Bernkasteler Alte Badstube am
Doctorberg Riesling Kabinett 2013

UPC # 8 83122 71202 6

“Luscious honeydew and mango aromas entice
on this fruit forward yet elegantly styled
Riesling. It’s off dry in style, yet powerfully
concentrated with peach and tangerine flavors.
Brisk with acidity and nuanced with hints
of tea leaf and honey, it’s a beautifully complex,
yet effortlessly quaffable sip.”

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling
Spätlese 2013

“Ripe melon and lemon drop flavors are
framed by savory herbal and spice notes
in this Riesling, which is fresh and crunchy
mid palate. The finish lingers with dried
apricot and honey cream accents. Rich
and complex. Drink now through 2035.”

91 points
Wine Enthusiast 12/14
UPC # 8 83122 70202 7

92 points
Wine Spectator 12/14
UPC # 8 83122 77302 7

#8 Top ‘Wineries for Value’ 2012:
Germany — Wine Spectator
“Value Brand of the Year 2013”
Wine & Spirits June 2014
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“Recommended Producer of Botrytized Wines”
Wine Enthusiast, ‘Best of Year’ Issue, December 31st, 2010

2014 vintage
The estate in Bernkastel possess vineyards throughout the
Mosel River Valley, many of
which are in the “best of the
best” locations.
Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler is owned
by Dr. Peter Pauly and his wife
Helga, both of whom are traditional advocates of noble
wines. The vineyards are
mainly planted on difficult-tocultivate river valley hillsides
and are planted predominantly with late maturity Riesling
grapes, which place high demands on their location. In
most years, the Riesling wines
range from hearty, juicy table
wines in sharp or fruity versions up to the nobleTrockenbeerauslese (wine made from
dry overripe individually selected berries) and the rare
Eiswein (ice wine, made from
berries frozen by frost) both
of which are rich, luscious
sweet wines, often attracting
the highest bids at top wine
auctions.
Dr. Peter Pauly, born in 1939,
has a Ph.D. in agricultural science and is the offspring of
the longstanding wine families Bergweiler and Prüm, first
mentioned in official records
in 1156. Dr. Pauly’s pride and
joy, his 4.6-acre Berkastler
alte Badstube am Doctorberg
vineyard facing directly south,
yields some of the greatest
wine from the Moselle valley,
year after year. It is neighboring the Bernkasteler Doctor
vineyard and is only planted with Riesling vines which
are more then 35 years old.
Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler is the
only wine-maker selling “Bernkasteler alte Badstube am
Doctorberg” in the US.

Noble House Riesling 2014

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling
Kabinett 2014

“Tart tangerine and grapefruit notes seem to be
glazed with honey in this simple yet fresh and
easy-quaffing Riesling. It’s off-dry in style with a
brisk, thirst quenching gulpability. Enjoy now.”

“Juicy succulent tangerine and yellow peach
flavors meld on the palate of this forward fruity
off-dry wine. On first taste, it’s quite straightforward, but added attention reveals glimmers of
spice, saffron and mineral complexities.
Drink now through 2024.”

87 points, “Best Buy”
Wine Enthusiast 02/16
UPC # 8 83122 97102 7

90 points
Wine Enthusiast 02/16
UPC # 8 83122 77202 0

Bernkasteler Badstube Riesling
Kabinett 2014

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling
Spätlese 2014

90 points
Wine Enthusiast 02/16

89 points
Wine Spectator 11/15

“Layers of pollen, dusty mineral and spice lend
complexity to this concentrated wine full of yellow peach and fresh apple flavors. It’s delicate
and lithe in texture, yet punchy and penetrating.”

“A rich and well-spiced style, with lilting floral
notes to the creamy ripe apple, pear and peach
flavors. Savory accents enliven the finish. Drink
now through 2035.”
“Pressed apple and pears are dusted in pollen
and saffron in this earth-toned Spätlese. Delicately sweet honey tones brighten the midpalate,
accompanied by bracing lemonade acidity. The
finish is moderately long, marked by a lingering
touch of dried herbs.”

UPC # 8 83122 71202 6

87 points
Wine Enthusiast 02/16
UPC # 8 83122 77302 7

Estate Riesling QbA
Trocken (dry) 2014

“Fresh Yellow cherries and greenage plums
perfume this lushy textured Riesling. It is
dry in style, but has a comforting clinginess
that enriches the finish. Drink now.”

88 points
Wine Enthusiast 02/16
UPC # 8 83122 89120 4

#8 Top ‘Wineries for Value’ 2012:
Germany — Wine Spectator
“Value Brand of the Year 2013”
Wine & Spirits June 2014
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“Recommended Producer of Botrytized Wines”
Wine Enthusiast, ‘Best of Year’ Issue, December 31st, 2010

2015 vintage
The estate in Bernkastel possess vineyards throughout the
Mosel River Valley, many of
which are in the “best of the
best” locations.
Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler is owned
by Dr. Peter Pauly and his wife
Helga, both of whom are traditional advocates of noble
wines. The vineyards are
mainly planted on difficult-tocultivate river valley hillsides
and are planted predominantly with late maturity Riesling
grapes, which place high demands on their location. In
most years, the Riesling wines
range from hearty, juicy table
wines in sharp or fruity versions up to the nobleTrockenbeerauslese (wine made from
dry overripe individually selected berries) and the rare
Eiswein (ice wine, made from
berries frozen by frost) both
of which are rich, luscious
sweet wines, often attracting
the highest bids at top wine
auctions.
Dr. Peter Pauly, born in 1939,
has a Ph.D. in agricultural science and is the offspring of
the longstanding wine families Bergweiler and Prüm, first
mentioned in official records
in 1156. Dr. Pauly’s pride and
joy, his 4.6-acre Berkastler
alte Badstube am Doctorberg
vineyard facing directly south,
yields some of the greatest
wine from the Moselle valley,
year after year. It is neighboring the Bernkasteler Doctor
vineyard and is only planted with Riesling vines which
are more then 35 years old.
Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler is the
only wine-maker selling “Bernkasteler alte Badstube am
Doctorberg” in the US.

Estate Riesling QbA
Trocken (dry) 2015

Noble House Riesling 2015

“Pristine honeydew, apricot and yellow peach
notes entice on the nose. Pleasantly off-dry in
style, the palate is lush and tropical, bursting
with melon and mango flavors. A tight frame
of acidity lends vibrance and edge. Drink now
through 2020.”

“In contrast to a nose that’s more mineral than
fruit, the intensity of this wine’s voluptuous
nectarine and yellow peach flavors surprise.
It’s dry in style but with a succulent fruitiness
that clings delectably to the palate. Finishes
long and lean with a tang of steely minerality.
Drink now through 2019.”

88 points, “Best Buy”
Wine Enthusiast 12/16

90 points, “Best Buy”
Wine Enthusiast 10/16
89 points Wine Spectator 10/16
4+/5 stars
Restaurant Wine 07/17

UPC # 8 83122 97102 7

Bernkasteler Badstube Riesling
Kabinett 2015

“Subtle yellow peach and mineral tones on the
nose intensify on the palate of this surprisingly
tropical kabinett. Mouthwatering acidity pulses a
laser beam through layers of sweet mango, melon
and tangerine, extending a long, spine tingling
finish. It’s delightful now, but should keep drinking well through 2025.”

UPC # 8 83122 89120 4

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling
Kabinett 2015

“The nose of this pretty kabinett starts off demure, wafting fresh grapefruit, sage and lavender scents. The palate, by contrast, boasts tropical
mango and berry tones. Boldly concentrated and
brisk in acidity, it’s a punchy, four-square Riesling with appeal well into the 2020s.”

92 points
Wine Enthusiast 12/16
89 points
Wine Spectator 10/16

91 points Wine Enthusiast 10/16

UPC # 8 83122 71202 6

UPC # 8 83122 77202 0

Bernkasteler Badstube Riesling
Spätlese 2015

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling
Spätlese 2015

“Suave and creamy, with concentrated apple cobbler and baked pear flavors that feature meringue
accents. Spicy midpalate, offering honeyed hints.
The lush finish lingers with airy richness. Drink
now through 2035.”

“Vibrant and zesty, with well-knit flavors of ruby
grapefruit, dried mango and pineapple. Lively
spiciness carries through the fresh finish, accented
by sage honey hints. Drink now through 2035.”

91 points Wine Spectator 10/16
90 points Wine Enthusiast 10/16

92 points
Wine Spectator 10/16

UPC # 8 83122 77302 7

UPC # 8 83122 71302 3

Bernkasteler Alte Badstube am
Doctorberg Riesling Kabinett 2015

Bernkasteler Alte Badstube am
Doctorberg Riesling Spätlese 2015

92 pointsWine Enthusiast 10/16

92 points
Wine Enthusiast 10/16

UPC # 8 83122 70202 7

UPC # 8 83122 70302 4
#8 Top ‘Wineries for Value’ 2012:
Germany — Wine Spectator
“Value Brand of the Year 2013”
Wine & Spirits June 2014
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“Recommended Producer of Botrytized Wines”
Wine Enthusiast, ‘Best of Year’ Issue, December 31st, 2010

2016 vintage
The estate in Bernkastel possess vineyards throughout the
Mosel River Valley, many of
which are in the “best of the
best” locations.
Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler is owned
by Dr. Peter Pauly and his wife
Helga, both of whom are traditional advocates of noble
wines. The vineyards are
mainly planted on difficult-tocultivate river valley hillsides
and are planted predominantly with late maturity Riesling
grapes, which place high demands on their location. In
most years, the Riesling wines
range from hearty, juicy table
wines in sharp or fruity versions up to the nobleTrockenbeerauslese (wine made from
dry overripe individually selected berries) and the rare
Eiswein (ice wine, made from
berries frozen by frost) both
of which are rich, luscious
sweet wines, often attracting
the highest bids at top wine
auctions.
Dr. Peter Pauly, born in 1939,
has a Ph.D. in agricultural science and is the offspring of
the longstanding wine families Bergweiler and Prüm, first
mentioned in official records
in 1156. Dr. Pauly’s pride and
joy, his 4.6-acre Berkastler
alte Badstube am Doctorberg
vineyard facing directly south,
yields some of the greatest
wine from the Moselle valley,
year after year. It is neighboring the Bernkasteler Doctor
vineyard and is only planted with Riesling vines which
are more then 35 years old.
Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler is the
only wine-maker selling “Bernkasteler alte Badstube am
Doctorberg” in the US.

Estate Riesling QbA
Trocken (dry) 2016

Noble House Riesling 2016

“Delicate aromas of herb and white peach stand in
contrast to the ripe, almost candied yellow peach
and mango flavors on the palate of this mediumsweet Riesling. It’s juicy and lip smacking but spry
and crisp on the finish. Drink now to enjoy its
youthful freshness.”

“Waxy, muted floral tones perfume this glassy,
light-footed dry Riesling. The palate is fruity
but crisp, suggesting tart yellow plums and
limes. The finish is lean and mineral-driven
but persistent. Drink now through 2021.”

89 points, “Best Buy”
Wine Enthusiast 12/17
“Best Buy”
Wine & Spirits 02/18

89 points
Wine Enthusiast 02/18
“Best Buy”
Wine & Spirits 02/18

UPC # 8 83122 97102 7

UPC # 8 83122 89120 4

Bernkasteler Badstube Riesling
Kabinett 2016
90 points
Wine Enthusiast 02/18

Bernkasteler Badstube Riesling
Spätlese 2016
90 points
Wine Enthusiast 12/17

UPC # 8 83122 71202 6

UPC # 8 83122 71302 3

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling
Spätlese 2016

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling
Kabinett 2016

91 points
Wine Enthusiast 12/17
91 points, “Best Buy”
Wine & Spirits 02/18

90 points
Wine & Spirits 02/18

“Whiffs of honeydew rind and white blossom
lend freshness to this light-footed Riesling. It’s
juicy and sweet with pristine stone fruit and citrus flavors yet revitalizing and spry. Hints of earth
and bee pollen lend complexity to the finish.”

Due to its individual slate stone notes, it is
direct and complex at the same time. The aroma
is of citrus fruits and rhubarb. The taste is
well-balanced in natural sweetness and has an
acid-driven finish.

UPC # 8 83122 77202 0

UPC # 8 83122 77302 7

Bernkasteler Alte Badstube am
Doctorberg Riesling Spätlese 2016
90 points
Wine Enthusiast 12/17

Bernkasteler Alte Badstube am
Doctorberg Riesling Kabinett 2016
91 points
Wine Enthusiast 02/18

UPC # 8 83122 70302 4

UPC # 8 83122 70202 7

#8 Top ‘Wineries for Value’ 2012:
Germany — Wine Spectator
“Value Brand of the Year 2013”
Wine & Spirits June 2014
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“Recommended Producer of Botrytized Wines”
Wine Enthusiast, ‘Best of Year’ Issue, December 31st, 2010

2017 vintage
The estate in Bernkastel possess vineyards throughout the
Mosel River Valley, many of
which are in the “best of the
best” locations.
Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler is owned
by Dr. Peter Pauly and his wife
Helga, both of whom are traditional advocates of noble
wines. The vineyards are
mainly planted on difficult-tocultivate river valley hillsides
and are planted predominantly with late maturity Riesling
grapes, which place high demands on their location. In
most years, the Riesling wines
range from hearty, juicy table
wines in sharp or fruity versions up to the nobleTrockenbeerauslese (wine made from
dry overripe individually selected berries) and the rare
Eiswein (ice wine, made from
berries frozen by frost) both
of which are rich, luscious
sweet wines, often attracting
the highest bids at top wine
auctions.
Dr. Peter Pauly, born in 1939,
has a Ph.D. in agricultural science and is the offspring of
the longstanding wine families Bergweiler and Prüm, first
mentioned in official records
in 1156. Dr. Pauly’s pride and
joy, his 4.6-acre Berkastler
alte Badstube am Doctorberg
vineyard facing directly south,
yields some of the greatest
wine from the Moselle valley,
year after year. It is neighboring the Bernkasteler Doctor
vineyard and is only planted with Riesling vines which
are more then 35 years old.
Dr. Pauly-Bergweiler is the
only wine-maker selling “Bernkasteler alte Badstube am
Doctorberg” in the US.

Estate Riesling QbA
Trocken (dry) 2017

Noble House Riesling 2017

An appealing bouquet of peach and apple
aroma. A very balanced and harmonious wine
with delicate aromas and minerality.

This wine has a refreshing and irrepressible
aroma that exudes significant power, emerging
with the bouquet of violets when exposed to
air. The taste is marked by a distinctive acidity.

88 points, “Best Buy”
Wine Enthusiast 02/19
88 points, “Best Buy”
“Year’s Best Mosel Riesling”
Wine & Spirits 12/18

89 points
Wine Enthusiast 02/19
UPC # 8 83122 89120 4

UPC # 8 83122 97102 7

Bernkasteler Badstube Riesling
Kabinett 2017

Bernkasteler Badstube Riesling
Spätlese 2017
92 points
Wine Enthusiast 02/19

The Badstube Kabinett has a bouquet of ripe apricot, with spicy & exotic notes. Well-integrated
acidity is combined with nuances of apple, nutmeg
& white pepper. This wine achieves a nice balance
between sugar and aciditiy.

UPC # 8 83122 71302 3

89 points
Wine Enthusiast 02/19
90 points, “Best Buy”
“Year’s Best Mosel Riesling”
Wine & Spirits 02/19

Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling
Kabinett 2017

Due to its individual slate stone notes, it is
direct and complex at the same time. The aroma
is of citrus fruits and rhubarb. The taste is
well-balanced in natural sweetness and has an
acid-driven finish.

UPC # 8 83122 71202 6

92 points, “Editor’s Choice”
Wine Enthusiast 02/19

Bernkasteler Alte Badstube am
Doctorberg Riesling Spätlese 2017
91 points
Wine Enthusiast 02/19

UPC # 8 83122 77202 0

UPC # 8 83122 70302 4

Bernkasteler Alte Badstube am
Doctorberg Riesling Kabinett 2017
91 points
Wine Enthusiast 02/19

Graacher Himmelreich
Riesling Kabinett 2017
94 points, “Best Buy”
“Year’s Best Mosel Riesling”
“Top 100 Best Buys of the Year”
Wine & Spirits 02/19

UPC # 8 83122 70202 7

#8 Top ‘Wineries for Value’ 2012:
Germany — Wine Spectator
“Value Brand of the Year 2013”
Wine & Spirits June 2014
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